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With a small emboss for subtle texture, Woven Leather offers a tight, crisp look for a truly 

woven effect. Treated with a durable protective finish, it’s suitable for a variety of uses, 

including chairs, tables, ottomans, and vertical applications.

product overview

WOVEN LEATHER
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Cherry Royale
WvN4

fudge
WvN3

colorways

Bitter Chocolate
WvN6

WOVEN LEATHER
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specifications
Content european full grain vegetable-tanned semi-aniline-dyed cowhide

finish Durable protective finish, hand-antiqued, eDGe stain release

Size avg 28 sf / Platelines 34" / 1/2 hide

average Usable area 28" x 65"

Thickness 1.2–1.3 mm

Weight Per Square foot 3.25 oz

Texture embossed weave pattern

Colors available 3 standard colors

Custom Custom coloring available

applications Residential, hospitality

Use Upholstery, vertical and direct applications

Wellness Greenguard Gold certified

eDGe Stain Release By request

Performance Recommended for high-traffic areas, light patina

Considerations Platelines every 34"

testing 
Durability & Strength Breaking force aSTM 2208 (100lbs): Complies

Crocking aSTM D 5053: Class 4–5

elongation aSTM D 2211 (20–50%): Complies

Light fastness 72hrs/iSo 105-B02: Class 4–5

Tearing Strength aSTM D 4705 (15lbs): Complies

flammability Boston fire Code (BfD 1X-1): Complies 

California Technical Bulletin 117-2013: Class 1

Cigarette ignition Resistance (NfPa 260): Class 1

ignitability of Upholstered Seating by Smoldering & flaming Sources (BS5852):
Complies with fR treatment

Surface Building Characteristic of Building Materials (aSTM e 84): Class B

maintenance
if a spill or stain should occur, blot immediately with a clean, absorbent cloth or sponge. Do 
not rub with force or pressure. a drop of saddle soap on a damp cloth may remove dirt.

WOVEN LEATHER
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hide depiction

WOVEN LEATHER

65"

28"

avg 28 sf / Platelines 34" / 1/2 hide

average Usable area  28" x 65"
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WOVEN LEATHER

embossing overview

Variation in Hand Antiquing 
Woven Leather is a hand-antiqued 
leather. Therefore, there will be 
some variation in color and tonal 
effect of the tipping within a hide 
and from hide to hide.

Pattern Depth 
Leather is a natural product and 
it may take the embossing effect 
differently across the hide. There will 
be some variation in the depth of 
the embossed pattern print.

Platelines
We use a plate to emboss this 
pattern, which offers a deeper, 
richer emboss. Platelines appear 
every 34 inches, approximately 
three times on one half hide. The 
pattern and color combination both 
contribute to the variations in how 
obvious these lines appear.


